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D&H specializes in a variety of blending systems. Over 20 years of experience in mixing,
paving, and manufacturing equipment contributes to the innovation and reliability of our
blending systems. We over-engineer our equipment to ensure the durability you need.
While the chart below shows several available options, D&H is a custom manufacturer and
can build equipment to suit your exacting specifications.

The D&H horizontal mixing chamber is an
innovative solution to mixing asphalt, rubber,
polymer, or any dry powder. The unit generates greater
agitation as product is pressure-fed through the mixing auger.






85-gallon, heat-jacketed, single-chamber mixing chamber
3 different mixing stages powered by motor and gearbox
200 rpm single speed electric motor
Insulated and skinned, 4” drain valve, overflow
Vertical outlet pipe assures all material are mixed
consistently before discharge to the reaction tank



Horizontal mixing chambers
featuring three-stages of
mixing at 200 rpm



Capability to refill hoppers
without the need to stop
blending process



100% manual backup
controls for operation



Remote access to PLC



Printing capabilities



Operations can be run with
as little as a two man crew
(operator and groundman)



Ability to operate plant on
electricity and fuel



Capable of processing using
multiple materials



Capability of adding liquid
additives to the asphalt

Containerized blending units and reaction tanks provide great value by offering ocean
transport anywhere in the world quickly and inexpensively. Upon arrival at your port of
entry, they can be quickly loaded on a flatbed for immediate transport to the field. D&H
Equipment constructs the certified 40’ sea container frame in-house around our quality
blenders and tanks. We help our customers worldwide make better asphalt.



Containerized Blender:







Manual controls as well as automated controls are available
Production at 20 TPH · Hot Oil Heater: 2 M BTU max 290°C · Heat Exchange: 30°C per pass
Horizontal Mixing Chamber
Temperature-corrected mass flow meter

Containerized Reaction Tank:






Two-compartment agitated reaction tank
1– 19,000 liter capacity tank per compartment
Top-mounted agitation (see insert on page 8 for more information)
Heating: Direct fire of 0.3M BTUs and/or Hot oil heated
Metering: 4” positive displacement pump with a 3” temperature corrected mass flow meter
with in-line viscosity readout

Make your containerized
equipment ultra-portable. Move
containers without requiring a crane, forklift,
or other equipment. The hydraulic-powered system
folds in and out to be utilized or stored when needed.




10 HP hydraulic motor, 22,000 psi system
40,000lbs total lifting capacity to max height of 66”
4 hydraulic cylinders, each is 72” with a 10,000 lbs
lifting capacity

D&H can custom build polymer plants to your specific
application with flow rates ranging from 10—70 TPH.
Our skid-mounted models allow economical ocean shipping and our portable models can be fabricated for terminal blending or for blending on-site by contractors.
The Supraton mill is known worldwide for superior quality milling properties of shearing polymer into asphalt.


Custom built to your specifications with flow
rates from 10 - 70 TPH



Single-pass milling capability



Horizontal mixing design



Supraton Mill:
 Severe-duty quality of the mill allows as
much as 20% solid content in mixture
 Hardened carbon alloy conical tools
within unit are progressively shaped for
three shearing/mixing stages
 Heat jacketing on casted housing ring
and the carbon alloy stator support
assures proper and smooth flow rates
 Milled polymer exits machine at less than
0.2 mm
 KEVLARPACK brand packing material
seals unit along with FKM (Viton A) static
seals material
 Hydraulic gap control



Range of control options including automatic,
semi-automatic, and manual controls along with
recording capacities



Flow meters for all materials
 Concentrate
 Single-pass
 Circulation process

D&H Equipment, LTD builds a wide variety of asphalt/bitumen tanks. We
build every tank to meet our customers’ specifications and needs. From
asphalt storage, to reaction tanks, to concentrate tanks for polymers, D&H
can supply you with a solution.
Reaction tanks are needed in the production of asphalt rubber. After
passing through the blending system, the asphalt rubber must “cook”
inside the reaction tank (typically for 30 minutes up to 1 hour). During this
time, the rubber is allowed to chemically react with the asphalt. Also at
this time, agitation inside the tank ensures the product is reacting
uniformly and produces a consistent blend.






Size: options up to 32,000 gallon (121,000 L) capacity
Tank Layout Options: Vertical or Horizontal
Heating: Direct fire, Internal hot oil, External hot oil, or Electric heating
Insulation: 3” standard for horizontal tanks or 6” standard for vertical tanks






Insulation amount can also be customized to customer’s specifications




Level Controls: Gauge board, Radar, or Capacitance
Valves: Manual or Automatic valves at customer’s request
Railings and Ladders: Full OSHA-approved railings & ladders on vertical
tanks
Pumps: Offload and Circulation pumps
Metering: Various flow meters including coralious and gear meters



Agitation for Horizontal Tanks:




Horizontal screw with top-mounted agitation (see insert below) or vertical
mixer

Agitation for Vertical Tanks:


Vertical mixer or side-mounted propeller-type mixer

D&H Equipment’s top-mounted agitation consists of an
up-mounted motor and gearbox with a 90° angle mounted
inside the tank to turn a screw auger.
Advantages:





No shaft coming out the side of the tank
Eliminates leaking from shaft seals,
saving maintenance costs, labor, and
equipment downtime
Reduces the overall length of the tank
since the motor does not have to be
mounted at the end of the tank anymore

A single circuit D&H design is utilized for efficiently heating thermal oil to
use in asphalt blending plants, asphalt storage tanks, and a variety of
industrial applications. The superior design with two coils in the combustion
chamber and a third coil for returning radiant heat allows the maximum
absorption of heat output.

D&H triple pass coil design exceeds others due to
two coils in the combustion chamber and a third
coil for the returning radiant heat.

Refractory on both ends of the tank
lasts longer than the competitor’s
ceramic fiber blanket.

All D&H heaters are built for 600°F (315°C) high temperature. We also can provide the
following options for each heater:
 Burners fired by No. 2 fuel, natural gas, combination oil/gas, or propane
 Lox Nox burners to 9ppm
 Remote dialer
 Manifold with auxiliary pumps for dedicated circuts
 Oversized expansion tank
Consult factory for larger model specifications.
Standard incoming power 480 VAC / 3 phase / 60 Hz. For all other incoming power, please
consult factory.



Shell and tube design type



Conforms to ASTM standards



Flanged head for easy access when
cleaning tubes



Depending upon size, we have single
pass shell and multiple pass tube

This sophisticated blending control system is designed
for operator comfort and precision with complete
automation. It includes the ability to reload hoppers onthe-fly without the need to stop and start for each batch.
The interlock for the hot mix plant and meter pump
control is recorded for varying percentage of binder and
tonnage output.
Our cabins come with a built in modem or sim card
reader. This allows for our technicians to remotely
access and diagnose any software issues quickly and get
you back to blending. We work closely with our controls
supplier on every job to ensure you get the reliability and
tools you need to make the best product possible.
We insulate and climate control the cabin. Large
windows provide great views of the production as you
manage operations inside.








Control Room:
 Air conditioning and heating
 360° view from control room
 Large tinted, safety glass widows
 Easy access to motor controls
Digital Read-Out:
 Oil levels on reaction tank
 Position indicating control switches
and lights for automated valves
 Alarms for high and low levels
PLC Automation System:
 Touch screen
 Variable rate control
 Data logger records on print screen
 Information is stored as a .CSV (Excel)
file on a removable SD card
Complete manual backup
 Superior to competitors’ backup
systems which still rely on touchscreen

Our semi-automated controls are a great alternative to help
meet your budget. While the semi-automated option does not
include all the features of a fully automated system, they do
provide several added benefits over a pure manual control.
 Ability to reload hopper while you
continue blending with no need to
stop and start for each batch
 Manual AC controls
 Tracks AC flow and automatically
adjusts rubber (SBS) flow to desired
percentage input into system
 Stand up or remote-style
enclosures

An economical option for single-hopper plants with a control house.
The controls can be plugged into a remote location, limited only by
the length of cable.


Weather-tight stand up and remote-style
enclosures






Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs)
Starters
Breakers

Hot Oil Heater Controls









High media temperature limit
Heat trace pump
Modulating controller
Alarm reset
Burner lockout
Circulating pump
Low media pressure
Ignition lights





A/C flow totalizer
A/C flow emergency stop
Automated batch controls





Touch screen
Variable rate control
Comprehensive product view flow rate
and totalizer
Rubber/polymer continuous track of flow
rates to achieve proper blend

Our levels of experience run deep. For three generations, our family has worked in the contracting side of blending rubber asphalt and now includes more than 32 years working with and 20 years building rubber blending plants. We have
taken our best knowledge of using crumb rubber and utilized it to make the most durable and user-friendly blenders on
the market. The professional level of our management team members is equally impressive. Most team members (from
our General Manger to welders and fabricators) bring 10, 15, or even 20+ years of experience in their areas of expertise.
Combined, we have more than 200 years worth of reasons to make you feel comfortable with our “know how.”

D&H Equipment, LTD offers a wide choice of models and configurations to meet various customer needs. The skidmounted trial blender has a production rate of 10TPH with a 4,000 gallon reaction tank. The trailer-mounted combination
blender has a production rate of 15 TPH with a 6,000 gallon reaction tank. The containerized blender has a 25 TPH production rate with a 38,000 gallon reaction tank (designed for a 2 nd 40’ sea container shipment). Our trailer-mounted 45
TPH USA Blender can consistently produce sufficient quantities to keep 30,000 gallon reaction tanks supplying asphalt
rubber to the plant.
The motors, gear reducers and many of our machines’ parts are universally available in cities throughout the world. This
is a built-in advantage to our design. D&H heating coil design for our heaters includes high temperature resistance and
exceeds industrial standards for fast, efficient heat. The valves we use are standardized to withstand high heat and we
provide this feature at no extra cost.

Our technicians work 100% of the time for D&H Equipment. When they are not in the field, they are in our facilities making field-tested improvements to our designs. We are consistently improving the equipment’s’ efficiency with a belief
that innovation is forever on-going through open communication with customers and employees.
Each of our technicians has 10 to 20 years of experience with rubber blending plants. They are trained as experts in our
highly-developed computer software. They are able to troubleshoot any mechanical scenario involving D&H equipment.
Our technicians act as service personnel to the end-user and treat them with respect and politeness. We do not leave
your job site until your personnel are completely comfortable running the equipment.
D&H service extends worldwide. Our technicians are available, with reasonable notice, to travel to you. We have serviced rubber blending plants and polymer blending plants from China to Portugal and from Brazil to Dubai.

D&H Equipment, LTD continues to stay on the cutting-edge of technology. We work with all of our vendors to offer the
most efficient pumps, meters, and electrical components. Our control cabs feature automated as well as manual override
controls, complete with digital displays and customized readouts. Our horizontal mixing containers create greater agitation of material and allow for safer, more contained flow of materials. The D&H Auto Loader can load containerized equipment onto a trailer without requiring a crane, loading dock, or forklifts. We have also designed a laboratory-sized
foamer, the D&H AccuFoamer, for use in laboratory testing of asphalt rubber.

D&H Equipment, LTD provides our customers and end-users with high levels of quality, service, and value unmatched in
our industry. We would be happy for you to contact any of our satisfied customers. Our extensive list of end-using customers is available upon request.

Address:
1564 S. Loop 163 - Physical
PO Box 1660 - Mailing
Blanco, TX 78606
Phone: 830/833-5366
Fax : 830/833-5361
Email: info@dhequip.com
Website: www.dhequip.com

